
and will play with the maximum of 40 as their handicap. The motion was seconded and passed by a
voice vote.

Nancy Figy gave a report about the discount card issue with the city courses. She has been assured that
the discount cards will be accepted throughout the season for both Sweeps and Review Cup.

Mickey Booth brought up the problem of host courses having a bye for Review Cup and not being able
to play on their own course for that match. A suggestion was made that no home course will have a bye
when they are hosting.

Christie Querna suggested that there be more time between the handicap date on the 1st and the 15th of
the month and the post marked/ email entry deadline. lt was recommended that there be at least a 4
day minimum time between the two dates. This suggestion is an administrative request for
implementation.

Christie also brought up the idea of adding the position of Parliamentarian to the list of SAWGA offices
to ensure that Roberts Rules of Order would be followed during any meetings. This idea is also an
administrative request.

Leslie Sevigney proposed that a committee of 5 ( preferably to include representatives of SAWGA from
the city, county, privately owned courses and the country ctub) review the Constitution and the Standing
Rules of SAWGA so that all of the information is current and the same for the SAWGA officers, chairs,
representatives and the Presidents of each club. This committee would also make recommendations for
any changes that need to be addressed. Leslie volunteered to act as chair of the committee which will
include Jackie Babin (county), Nancy Johnson (Spokane Country Club), Terry Clayton (city), and BobbiJo
Rathvon (privately owned). A presentation of the committee's findings will be presented at the spring
meeting.

Leslie addressed the issue of groups not keeping a master card when playing in Sweeps. She suggested
that it would be a good idea to include information in the local rules sheet regarding the importance of
keeping a master card, as well as keeping each othe/s score, and verifoing scores Uy trote when done.
This issue will be reviewed by Leslie's committee that is dealing with the constitution and standing
Rules.

Leslie also asked for the Review Cup to add low gross scoring to the low net scoring to the matches. This
would encourage participation of the lowest handicap players. This was discussed in depth and it was
decided that this be worked on over the winter. lt was also suggested that Review Cup scores not be
posted. This possibility will also be researched over the winter and both issues will be brought up at the
spring meeting.

Cheryl Hull introduced the 2014 Slate of Officers and Chairwomen.
D'Lee Dilliner-President from MCC
Sue Meyer-Vice president from SCC

Molly Lynch-Secretary from MCC
Molly Hughes-Treasurer from MCC
Darcia Waples-Asst. Treasurer from Esmeralda

Taryn Hutchins-Review Cup

They are as follows:


